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Medial Temporal Lobe Damage Causes Deficits in Episodic
Memory and Episodic Future Thinking Not Attributable to
Deficits in Narrative Construction
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1VA Boston Healthcare System and 2Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, Massachusetts 02130, and 3Department of Psychology, Wellesley
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The medial temporal lobe (MTL) makes critical contributions to episodic memory, but its contributions to episodic future thinking
remain a matter of debate. By one view, imagining future events relies on MTL mechanisms that also support memory for past events.
Alternatively, it has recently been suggested that future thinking is independent of MTL-mediated processes and can be supported by
regions outside the MTL. The current study investigated the nature and necessity of MTL involvement in imagining the future and tested
the novel hypothesis that the MTL contributes to future thinking by supporting online binding processes related to narrative construction. Human amnesic patients with well characterized MTL damage and healthy controls constructed narratives about (1) future events,
(2) past events, and (3) visually presented pictures. While all three tasks place similar demands on narrative construction, only the past
and future conditions require memory/future thinking to mentally generate relevant narrative information. Patients produced impoverished descriptions of both past and future events but were unimpaired at producing detailed picture narratives. In addition, futurethinking performance positively correlated with episodic memory performance but did not correlate with picture narrative performance.
Finally, future-thinking impairments were present when MTL lesions were restricted to the hippocampus and did not depend on the
presence of neural damage outside the MTL. These results indicate that the ability to generate and maintain a detailed narrative is
preserved in amnesia and suggest that a common MTL mechanism supports both episodic memory and episodic future thinking.

Introduction
While it is well established that the medial temporal lobe (MTL)
plays a critical role in remembering the past, recent data suggest
that the MTL, and particularly the hippocampus, also supports
imagining the future. MTL activity increases when subjects envision future events (Okuda et al., 2003; Addis et al., 2007; Hassabis
et al., 2007a; Schacter and Addis, 2007), and amnesic patients
with MTL damage and severe autobiographical (episodic) memory loss demonstrate striking impairments in the ability to imagine the future (Tulving, 1985; Klein et al., 2002; Hassabis et al.,
2007b; Andelman et al., 2010). Together, these results have been
taken as evidence that future thinking relies on MTL mechanisms
that also support episodic memory (Eichenbaum and Fortin,
2009; Hassabis and Maguire, 2009; Schacter and Addis, 2009;
Buckner, 2010).
A recent study has challenged this view by demonstrating that
amnesic patients with MTL damage can imagine future events as
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well as controls (Squire et al., 2010). The authors concluded that
the MTL is not necessary for future thinking, and suggested that
prior reports of impaired future thinking in amnesia reflect neural damage outside the MTL. Because the extent of neurological
damage in prior amnesia studies was either not quantified or
included extra-MTL regions, a critical outstanding question is
whether future-thinking impairments result from damage specific to the MTL.
Differences across studies in factors related to patient performance may provide additional insight into this debate. In contrast to prior amnesia studies, the patients in the Squire et al.
(2010) study did not demonstrate pervasive autobiographical
memory loss, suggesting that the extent of future-thinking and
memory impairments in amnesia may be related. If a positive
correlation exists between the magnitude of memory and futurethinking impairments in amnesia, this would support the hypothesis that a common MTL mechanism underlies both
functions. Additionally, the amnesic patients in the Squire et al.
(2010) study produced more repetitions during their event descriptions than controls, suggesting that MTL damage may impair the online integration of narrative information in working
memory (Hannula et al., 2006; Olson et al., 2006; Luck et al.,
2010). An important question is whether impaired future thinking in amnesia reflects deficits in MTL mechanisms supporting
narrative construction.
The current study investigates the nature and necessity of
MTL involvement in future thinking by testing the ability of am-
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Table 1. Demographic, neuropsychological, and neurological characteristics of
amnesic patients
WMS, III
WAIS, III:
Patient Etiology
Age Edu VIQ
GM VD AD WM Vol Loss
P01
P02
P03
P04
P05
P06
P07
P08

Encephalitis
Encephalitis
Anoxia
Anoxia
Anoxia
Encephalitis
Anoxia
Anoxia

55
66
60
46
54
82
58
60

14
12
12
16
14
18
17
16

92
106
83
86
111
135
134
110

45
69
52
49
59
45
70
62

56
68
56
53
72
53
75
68

55
77
55
52
52
58
67
61

85
111
91
93
96
141
126
92

73%
66%
N/A
63%
27%
N/A
N/A
N/A

Age, Age in years; Edu, education in years; WAIS, III, Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, III; VIQ, verbal IQ; WMS, III,
Wechsler Memory Scale, III; GM, general memory; VD, visual delayed; AD, auditory delayed; WM, working memory;
Vol Loss, hippocampal volume loss.

nesic patients with well characterized MTL lesions to construct
narratives about (1) recent/remote past events, (2) near/distant
future events, and (3) visually presented pictures. While these
conditions place similar demands on narrative construction, only
the past and future conditions require memory/future thinking
to mentally generate relevant narrative information. If the MTL is
necessary for imagining the future, patients should demonstrate impaired performance in the future condition. If a common MTL mechanism supports both memory and future
thinking, the magnitude of patients’ impairment in the future
condition should positively correlate with the magnitude of
their impairment in the past condition. Finally, if future
thinking specifically depends on MTL mechanisms related to
narrative construction, patients should demonstrate parallel
impairments across all three conditions.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Eight amnesic patients (three female) with MTL lesions
participated in the study (Table 1). The neuropsychological profiles of all
patients indicate impairments isolated to the domain of memory. Five of
the patients had an etiology of anoxia, and the remaining three patients
had an etiology of herpes encephalitis. To assess the extent of patients’
neural damage, structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans were
collected for two of the encephalitic patients and for two of the anoxic
patients (MRI could not be obtained for the remaining patients because
of medical contraindications, but MTL pathology can be inferred on the
basis of etiology and neuropsychological profile). Information about
the acquisition and analysis of MRI scans has been previously reported (Kan et al., 2007). For lesion volumetric analysis of medial
temporal lobe regions, the hippocampus and amygdala were individually segmented according to established parameters (Seidman et al.,
2002). The parahippocampal gyrus was defined anteriorly by the isthmus
of the temporal and frontal lobes, medially by the collateral fissure, laterally by the hippocampal fissure, and posteriorly by the anterior limit of
the calcarine fissure. Regional brain volumes were determined by multiplying the number of voxels within a parcellation unit on a given coronal
slice by the voxel volume and summing across all slices in which each unit
appeared.
Quantitative analysis compared patients’ regional brain volumes (corrected for intracranial volume) to volumes from eight age- and gendermatched control subjects. One of the anoxic patients (P05) had damage
limited to the hippocampus and two of the encephalitic patients (P01 and
P02) and one of the anoxic patients (P04) had damage to the hippocampus and to the surrounding parahippocampal gyrus (volume reductions
⬎2 SDs from the control mean). P05 had unilateral reduction in right
hippocampal volume of 27%, and P01, P02, and P04 had bilateral reductions in hippocampal volume of 73%, 66%, and 63%, respectively. Measurements of frontal, parietal, occipital, and lateral temporal cortex were
also made to assess the possibility of additional damage outside the MTL.
The hippocampus was the single area of overlap across all participants

and no common volume reductions were found outside the MTL. The
only extra-MTL volume reductions were observed in two individual subjects and were restricted to the right lateral temporal lobe for P02 and to
the left lateral temporal lobe for P04.
Twelve healthy controls also participated (six female). The control
group was matched to the patient group in terms of mean age (60 ⫾ 12.2
years), mean education (14 ⫾ 2.0 years), and mean verbal IQ (105 ⫾
15.7). All subjects provided informed consent in accordance with the
procedures of the Institutional Review Boards at Boston University and
the VA Boston Healthcare System.
Materials and procedure. For the past and future event tasks, questionnaires were formed requiring participants to (1) recollect 10 specific
personal events from the past (e.g., graduation ceremony) and (2) imagine 10 specific personal events in the future (e.g., winning the lottery).
Half of the past and future events occurred close in time to the present
(e.g., the recent past, “one year ago,” and the near future, “next year”),
and half of the past and future events occurred farther in time from the
present (e.g., the remote past, “when you were a teenager,” and the distant future, “in twenty years”). Twenty years was selected as the timeframe for distant future events as a compromise between matching the
temporal distance of distant past and future events, and specifying a
future time point that would fall within a plausible lifetime period for the
participants given their current age.
For each event, a short description was read aloud by the experimenter
and participants were instructed to describe the event in as much detail as
possible (e.g., “Imagine catching your grandchild getting into trouble
twenty years from now. Describe in as much detail as you can what this
event will be like. Describe where and when you catch your grandchild
getting into trouble, who is there, how you feel, and what you are thinking”). Participants were required to describe specific, preexperimentally
determined events to minimize descriptions of repeated events or frequently retrieved event information. The specificity of the event cues is
especially important given that the preferred level of processing in autobiographical memory is at a more general level (Conway, 2001), and
patients with temporal lobe lesions have been shown to rely on generic
autobiographical knowledge to fill gaps in their memories for past events
(Thaiss and Petrides, 2008).
Within the allotted 3 min, participants continued with their descriptions without interference from the examiner until they came to a natural
ending point. The examiner then provided a single, standardized probe
to elicit additional details (e.g., “Can you tell me any more about where
and when the event is taking place, who is there, how you feel, and what
you are thinking?”), and participants were given another 3 min to elaborate without interference from the examiner. This standardized
probing protocol was chosen to minimize variability in levels of retrieval support provided by the examiner and to control for variable
interactional contexts and social negotiations between the experimenter and participants. This standardization across participants is
important given that unconstrained probing protocols and repeated
questioning by the experimenter have recently been shown to introduce
uncontrolled interactional contexts and social negotiations that can affect subjects’ responses to an open-ended question (McKinlay et al.,
2010). In addition, it is known that amnesic patients use personal and
communal knowledge derived from interactions between experimenter
and subject differently than do controls during collaborative discourse
(Duff et al., 2008).
For the picture narrative condition, participants were shown five detailed drawings of scenes, one at a time, that depicted characters engaged
in various activities (e.g., a park scene) (see Fig. 5A). For each picture,
participants were instructed to imagine that the picture was a scene taken
from a movie and to tell a story about what was going on in the scene (e.g.,
“Imagine what the movie is about and tell a story about what’s going on
in the scene. What is happening in the scene and how did this scene come
about? What are the characters in the scene doing, feeling, thinking and
why?”). Participants were instructed to tell a story about the scene rather
than to report only what was literally depicted in the picture to more
closely match the narrative construction demands in the picture condition to those of the future/past conditions. The picture remained in front
of the participants for the duration of the task and participants were given
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up to 3 min for their narrative. Within these 3 min, participants were
allowed to continue uninterrupted until they came to a natural ending
point. Critically, the use of visually rich pictures to cue participants’
narratives in the picture condition eliminated the need to mentally generate descriptive elements (e.g., relevant and coherent scene/event information) while retaining cognitive demands related to the narrative
nature of the task (e.g., verbal production and working memory demands). This contrasts with the use of auditory/verbal cues in the future/
past conditions that do not provide relevant narrative elements to
participants. While this manipulation necessitated using different modalities of cues across conditions, it enabled the critical comparison of
narrative performance when relevant descriptive elements must be mentally generated (future/past conditions) to narrative performance when
descriptive elements are experimentally provided (picture condition).
Participants participated in three testing sessions, one picture narrative session and two event narrative sessions, with the order of sessions
counterbalanced across participants. Within each of the event narrative
sessions, participants described both personal events and public events
occurring in each of the past and future time periods. (Data from public
events are not presented in the current paper.) Trials were blocked by
condition (personal/public events), but presentation order of conditions
was counterbalanced across sessions and participants. Similarly, within
the personal event condition, trials were blocked by temporal direction
(future, past) and temporal distance (remote/distant, recent/near). Future events were always presented before past events to ensure that performance on the future-thinking trials was not affected by performance
differences on the memory trials, but the presentation order of trials from
each temporal distance was counterbalanced across sessions and participants. Testing sessions were digitally recorded for subsequent transcription and scoring.
Scoring. Narratives were scored using an adapted autobiographical
interview scoring procedure (Levine et al., 2002). Each narrative was first
segmented into distinct details and then each detail was categorized as an
episodic detail, a semantic detail, an external detail, a repetition, or a
metacomment about the task. Episodic details comprised happenings
and individuals present and were further categorized as event, place,
time, perceptual, and thought/emotion details. Semantic details comprised general knowledge and facts, ongoing events, and extended states
of being, and were further categorized as general semantic, semanticautobiographical, semantic-time, and semantic-place details. External
details comprised details from incidents external to the main event being
described. The same scoring criteria were used for the future, past, and
picture conditions, with the exception that an additional episodic detail
category (object-location details) was included for the picture narrative
task in addition to the event location (place) category, as it was directly
relevant to the description of scenes. For the picture narrative task, inferences about the picture were scored as external details only if they were
off topic and external to the main event being described.
For each future/past narrative, the number of details in each category
was counted for each subject and averaged across the five events in each
time period (remote past, recent past, near future, distant future). Interrater reliability of scoring was established on the basis of 40 event narratives scored by two raters (an equal number of future/past and patient/
control narratives were scored). Following methods used in prior studies
(Levine et al., 2002; Hassabis et al., 2007b), the primary scorer was not
blind to subject status, but the second trained scorer was blind to subject
status. Intraclass correlation analysis indicated high agreement across
scorers for future events (Cronbach’s ␣ ⫽ 0.99 for total details, ␣ ⫽ 0.99
for total semantic details, ␣ ⫽ 0.98 for total episodic details; range ⫽
0.83– 0.99 for each of the subcategories of episodic details) as well as high
agreement across scorers for past events (Cronbach’s ␣ ⫽ 0.99 for
total details, ␣ ⫽ 0.95 for total semantic details, ␣ ⫽ 0.98 for total
episodic details; range ⫽ 0.70 – 0.99 for each of the subcategories of
episodic details).
For each picture narrative, the number of details in each category was
counted and the totals were averaged across the five picture trials for each
subject. Interrater reliability of scoring was established on the basis of 10
events scored by two raters (an equal number of patient/control narratives were scored). Intraclass correlation again indicated high agreement

Figure 1. Memory and future-thinking performance. Mean number of episodic details (A)
and semantic details (B) generated by MTL patients and controls for remote past, recent past,
near future, and far future events. Error bars indicate SEM. *p ⬍ 0.001 compared to controls.

Figure 2. Mean number of episodic details generated by patients and controls in each episodic detail category for past and future events (averaged across recent/remote and near/
distant temporal distances, respectively). Detail categories are defined as follows: EV, event; PL,
place; TI, time; PE, perceptual; TE, thought/emotion. Error bars indicate SEM. *p ⬍ 0.05 compared to controls.
across scorers (Cronbach’s ␣ ⫽ 0.99 for total details, ␣ ⫽ 0.78 for total
semantic details, ␣ ⫽ 0.99 for total episodic details; range 0.72– 0.99 for
each of the subcategories of episodic details).

Results
Figure 1 presents performance on the future and past event narratives. Data for episodic and semantic details were separately
analyzed by three-way mixed-factorial ANOVAs with factors of
group (patient vs control), temporal direction (past vs future),
and temporal distance (remote/distant vs recent/near). Patients
produced fewer episodic details than controls (Fig. 1 A) (F(1,18) ⫽
44.28, p ⬍ 0.001), but both groups produced a similar number of
semantic details (Fig. 1 B) (F(1,18) ⫽ 0.98, p ⫽ 0.33). In terms of
episodic details, participants produced a greater number of details for past than future events (main effect of temporal direction, F(1,18) ⫽ 4.81, p ⫽ 0.04) and for temporally close than
temporally distant events (main effect of temporal distance,
F(1,18) ⫽ 5.33, p ⫽ 0.03). However, the extent of patients’ impairment in episodic detail generation did not differ according to
temporal direction (group ⫻ direction interaction, F(1,18) ⫽ 1.47
p ⫽ 0.24) or temporal distance (group ⫻ distance interaction,
F(1,18) ⫽ 0.37, p ⫽ 0.55), and follow-up pairwise analyses indicated that patients produced fewer episodic details than controls
within each time period (t values ⬎ 4.59, p values ⬍ 0.001). Given
that patients’ impairment in episodic detail generation did not
differ according to the temporal distance of past and future
events, subsequent analyses comparing memory and futurethinking performance across groups collapse over temporal
distance.
Figure 2 presents the number of details produced within each
of the episodic detail categories (event, place, time, perceptual,
and thought/emotion) for past and future events. Data were submitted to a 2 ⫻ 2 ⫻ 5 mixed-factorial ANOVA with factors of
group, temporal direction, and detail category. There was a main
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Figure 3. Representative sample of future event narratives generated by amnesic patient P05 (top) and a control subject (bottom) when instructed to imagine catching a grandchild getting into
trouble 20 years from now.

effect of detail category (F(4,72) ⫽ 117.58, p ⬍ 0.001), and
follow-up pairwise analyses indicated that the event category
yielded more details than every other category (t values ⬎
8.10, p values ⬍ 0.001). Although the extent of patients’ impairment differed according to category (group ⫻ category
interaction, F(4,18) ⫽ 18.82, p ⬍ 0.001), follow-up analyses
indicated that patients produced fewer episodic details than controls
within each category both for past events (t values ⬎ 2.55, p values ⬍
0.05) and future events (t values ⬎ 2.64, p values ⬍ 0.05).
Both controls and patients produced very few repetitions during their past event narratives [mean (SD) ⫽ 1.08 (0.49) and 0.13
(0.16), respectively] and their future event narratives [mean
(SD) ⫽ 0.63 (0.41) and 0.10 (0.13), respectively]. When the total
number of words produced during the future/past narratives was
entered into a three-way mixed-factorial ANOVA with factors of
group, temporal direction, and temporal distance, a significant
main effect of group indicated that patients produced fewer total
words than controls (F(1,18) ⫽ 4.50, p ⫽ 0.05). However, this
difference in word count between groups did not differ across
future and past time periods (group ⫻ temporal direction interaction, F(1,18) ⫽ 0.72, p ⫽ 0.41), nor across temporal distance
(group ⫻ temporal distance interaction, F(1,18) ⫽ 0.93, p ⫽ 0.35).
To examine the degree to which patients’ memory and
future-thinking impairments related to hippocampal or extrahippocampal MTL damage, data from the patient with confirmed hippocampal-only damage (P05) were considered
separately. Patient P05’s performance mirrored that of the
patient group as a whole: Patient P05 produced significantly
fewer episodic details compared to controls for both past
events (11.6 details) and future events (9.0 details) (t values ⬎
7.85, p values ⬍ 0.001; z scores ⬎ 2 SDs from the control means).
This pattern of impairment was also present across all temporal
distances (remote past, recent past, near future, far future: t values ⬎ 5.90, p values ⬍ 0.001). Because impairments were observed in a patient without extensive MTL lesions, these results
suggest that damage specific to the hippocampus may be sufficient to impair event construction during memory and future
thinking. Example future event narratives from P05 and a control
subject are reported in Figure 3.
To examine whether experimenter cuing affected the magnitude of participants’ memory and future-thinking impairments, the number of episodic details produced before the
cuing probe (pre-probe) was compared to the number of episodic details produced in total (pre-probe ⫹ post-probe)
(Fig. 4). Data were submitted to a three-way mixed-factorial
ANOVA with factors of group, temporal direction, and probe
(pre-probe details vs total details). A significant group ⫻
probe interaction (F(1,18) ⫽ 51.45, p ⬍ 0.001) reflected that pa-

Figure 4. Mean number of episodic details generated by patients and controls before the
cuing probe (pre-probe) and in total (pre-probe ⫹ post-probe) for past and future events. Error
bars indicate SEM. *p ⬍ 0.001 compared to controls.

tients’ impairment in episodic detail generation was smaller
when performance was measured before the cuing probe. However, follow-up analysis revealed that patients’ deficit in episodic
detail generation was significant even before the cuing probe for
both past events (F(1,18) ⫽ 31.30, p ⬍ 0.001) and future events
(F(1,18) ⫽ 24.52, p ⬍ 0.001).
Next, performance on the picture narrative task was analyzed
to measure patients’ ability to construct an extended narrative
that requires integrating information in working memory but
does not require the mental generation of descriptive elements
(e.g., relevant and coherent scene/event information). Picture
narrative data were entered into a two-way mixed-factorial
ANOVA with factors of group (patient vs control) and detail type
(episodic vs semantic). In contrast to the distinct patterns of
performance across patients and controls in the past and future
narratives, both groups produced a similar number of details for
the picture narratives (main effect of group, F(1,18) ⫽ 0.08, p ⫽
0.78). The majority of details produced during picture narratives
were episodic in nature (main effect of detail type, F(1,18) ⫽
105.80, p ⬍ 0.001). Controls produced an average of 22.1 (SD ⫽
6.9) episodic details and 1.3 (SD ⫽ 1.6) semantic details per
narrative, and patients produced an average of 22.0 (SD ⫽ 11.4)
episodic details and 0.2 (SD ⫽ 0.2) semantic details per narrative.
Example picture narratives from a patient and a control subject
are reported in Figure 5B.
Figure 6 displays the mean number of episodic details produced by patients and controls within each episodic detail category during picture narrative performance. When the data were
submitted to ANOVA with factors of group and episodic detail
category, there was a main effect of episodic detail category
(F(5,90) ⫽ 35.23, p ⬍ 0.001) but no group ⫻ category interaction
(F(5,18) ⫽ 1.61, p ⫽ 0.21). In addition, patients did not produce a
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Figure 7. Scatter plots and regression lines showing significant correlations between
future-thinking performance and memory performance (number of episodic details generated
for future events vs number of episodic details generated for past events) for both controls and
patients (A) and nonsignificant correlations between future-thinking performance and picture
narrative performance (number of episodic details generated for future events vs number of
episodic details generated for picture narratives) for both controls and patients (B). Amnesic
patients are represented by circles and controls are represented by squares. The data point
representing the patient whose MTL lesion is restricted to the hippocampus (P05) is indicated by
a light gray fill in both panels. B excludes the patient with outlier performance on the picture
narrative task (P01).

Figure 5. Representative sample of a picture used for the picture narrative condition (A) and
representative sample of picture narratives generated by an amnesic patient (top) and a control
subject (bottom) when instructed to describe a story about what’s going on in the scene (B).

Figure 6. Picture narrative performance. Mean number of episodic details generated by
patients and controls during picture narratives. Detail categories are defined as follows: EV,
event; PL, place; TI, time; PE, perceptual; TE, thought/emotion; LO, object-location. Error bars
indicate SEM.

greater number of repetitions than controls during the picture
narrative task (t(18) ⫽ 1.02, p ⫽ 0.32), with both patients and
controls producing fewer than two repetitions on average per
narrative. Examination of the distribution of patients’ picture
narrative scores revealed that one patient had an episodic detail
score that was greater than 2 SDs above the patient average (P01).
However, even after excluding this participant, patients and controls still produced a similar number of episodic details for picture narratives (p ⫽ 0.89), and performance did not differ
between groups across detail categories (p ⫽ 0.14). Patients’ preserved ability to construct a narrative when relevant scene and
event details are provided in a picture argues against general nar-

rative construction deficits as the mechanism underlying patients’ deficit in imagining the future.
To examine the relationship between memory, future thinking, and picture narrative performance, correlations between
participants’ performance across tasks were computed. Critically,
future-thinking performance (number of episodic details generated for future events) positively correlated with performance on
the memory task (number of episodic details generated for past
events) in both controls (r ⫽ 0.75, p ⫽ 0.005) and patients (r ⫽
0.87, p ⫽ 0.005) (Fig. 7A). A strong positive correlation was also
found when comparing the magnitude of patients’ impairment in
memory and future thinking when performance was calculated
as z scores (r ⫽ 0.75, p ⫽ 0.03). These results support the hypothesis that a common MTL mechanism is critical for both episodic
memory and episodic future thinking. In contrast, futurethinking performance did not correlate with performance on the
picture narrative task (number of episodic details generated for
picture narratives) in either controls (r ⫽ 0.22, p ⫽ 0.49) or
patients (r ⫽ 0.20, p ⫽ 0.66; excluding outlier P01) (Fig. 7B),
providing additional evidence that narrative construction ability
is not a significant predictor of memory and future-thinking
performance.
To further examine performance differences across tasks, hierarchical multiple regression was performed with futurethinking performance entered as a dependent variable and
picture narrative performance, memory performance, and group
(patients vs controls) entered as predictors. While picture narrative performance was not a significant predictor of futurethinking performance (R 2 ⫽ 0.05, F(1,18) ⫽ 0.89, p ⫽ 0.35),
memory performance significantly predicted future-thinking
performance when added to the second step of the model (R 2
change ⫽ 0.82, F(1,17) ⫽ 103.26, p ⬍ 0.001). Further, adding
group to the third step did not improve the model’s capacity to
account for variance in future-thinking performance (R 2
change ⫽ 0.02, F(1,16) ⫽ 2.70, p ⫽ 0.12), indicating that no
group-related factors beyond those accounting for variance in
memory performance account for variance in future-thinking
performance.

Discussion
The present study provides novel evidence that the MTL plays a
critical role in both reexperiencing the past and preexperiencing
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the future. Amnesic patients with well characterized MTL damage were impaired at constructing detailed narratives about personal events in four different time periods (remote past, recent
past, near future, distant future) and future-thinking performance strongly correlated with episodic memory performance.
Critically, patients’ memory and future-thinking impairments
starkly contrasted with their preserved ability to construct narratives based on visually presented pictures and did not depend on
a particular etiology of amnesia or reflect neural damage outside
the MTL. Together, these results support the hypothesis that a
common MTL mechanism supports both episodic memory and
episodic future thinking, and argue against deficits in higherorder processes related to narrative construction as the underlying cause of future-thinking impairments in amnesia.
The patterns of impaired and preserved function in amnesia
shed light on current debates about MTL function. With regard
to autobiographical memory, the observation that MTL damage
impairs memory for past events regardless of temporal distance
challenges standard models of memory consolidation in which
the MTL plays a time-limited role in episodic memory retrieval
(Squire and Alvarez, 1995; Bayley et al., 2003; Kirwan et al., 2008)
and supports multiple trace models in which retrieval of contextually rich episodic memories always remains dependent on the
MTL (Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997; Nadel et al., 2000; Steinvorth
et al., 2005). With regard to future thinking, the extensive impairments that occur with MTL damage argue against the hypothesis
that future thinking is independent of MTL processes (Squire et
al., 2010) and favor prospective theories of MTL function in
which the MTL supports prediction and imagination (Hassabis
and Maguire, 2009; Schacter and Addis, 2009; Buckner, 2010). In
addition, the observation that patients generated fewer episodic
details for future events across all detail categories and time periods extends initial reports of impaired future thinking in amnesia
(Tulving, 1985; Klein et al., 2002; Hassabis et al., 2007b; Rosenbaum et al., 2009; Andelman et al., 2010) and highlights the importance of MTL contributions to future thinking regardless of
temporal distance (cf. Addis and Schacter, 2008).
The current study also presents the first report that futurethinking performance in amnesia strongly correlates with episodic memory performance, providing the strongest evidence to
date that a common MTL mechanism supports both episodic
memory and episodic future thinking (Schacter and Addis, 2007;
Schacter et al., 2007; Hassabis and Maguire, 2009). An open question is whether this common MTL mechanism pertains to the
retrieval and recombination of elements from episodic memory
(Schacter and Addis, 2009) or the generation of coherent spatial
contexts into which relevant details can be bound (Hassabis and
Maguire, 2007). While the present study was not designed to
distinguish between these possibilities, we addressed an important alternative hypothesis that impaired future thinking in amnesia reflects deficits in MTL processes supporting narrative
construction.
Recent findings have indicated that deficits in narrative construction may underlie future thinking impairments in older
adults (Gaesser et al., 2011). Critically, all prior reports of impaired future thinking in amnesia have come from studies using
narrative tasks, and even in the one study in which amnesic patients imagined future events in as much detail as controls, their
event narratives had less continuity (more repetition) (Squire et
al., 2010). These results raised the possibility that future-thinking
deficits in amnesia reflect an inability to integrate information in
working memory during narrative construction. Such online integration of information in working memory provides a tempo-
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rary modeling space for unfolding event simulations (Baddeley,
2000; Suddendorf and Corballis, 2007), and recent neuroimaging
and neuropsychological research suggests that these functions
may be at least partially supported by the MTL (Mitchell et al.,
2000; Hannula et al., 2006; Olson et al., 2006; Finke et al., 2008;
Hannula and Ranganath, 2008; Cashdollar et al., 2009; Piekema
et al., 2009; Luck et al., 2010; but see Baddeley et al., 2010; Jeneson
et al., 2010). Nonetheless, in the present study, patients’ picture
narratives contained a similar number of episodic details as controls’ and did not contain a greater number of repetitions, indicating that narrative construction does not depend on MTL
mechanisms when descriptive elements are readily available (e.g.,
relevant scene and event details). In addition, patients’ performance on the picture narrative task did not correlate with their
performance on the future-thinking task, providing further evidence that future-thinking impairments do not simply reflect
deficits in narrative construction.
While our results indicate that MTL damage does not disrupt
narrative performance when event descriptions can be based on
visually presented pictures, it is still possible that the MTL makes
important contributions to narrative performance that were not
captured by our performance measures. In particular, the current
study measured the quantity and quality of individual narrative
details (narrative content) but did not examine potential deficits
in detail integration (narrative organization) that could impair
event construction in amnesia (Rosenbaum et al., 2009). Future
studies could assess this possibility using narrative discourse
analysis techniques that measure narrative coherence and cohesion (Caspari and Parkinson, 2000).
The severe future-thinking impairments observed in the current study stand in contrast to a recent report of preserved future
thinking in amnesia (Squire et al., 2010). Squire et al. (2010)
reported that amnesic patients with hippocampal damage were
able to imagine events occurring in the near future and suggested
that prior reports of impaired future thinking in amnesia reflected pathology in extra-MTL regions involved in remembering
autobiographical episodes. However, our volumetric analyses argue against this possibility: no common neural damage was
found outside the MTL in our patient group, and the patient with
selective hippocampal damage demonstrated impairments as severe as the patients with more widespread cortical damage. Instead, we propose that the divergent results across studies may
reflect the fact that future thinking does not depend on the MTL
when future events can be constructed from readily available
information (e.g., when relevant scene/event information is provided in pictures or can be accessed without the MTL). Indeed,
the patients in the study by Squire et al. (2010) did not demonstrate pervasive autobiographical memory loss. By one view
(Schacter and Addis, 2009), this preserved mnemonic information could have provided the building blocks for future event
simulations. By an alternative view, while performance on the
remote memory and future thinking tasks appeared to be spared
in the Squire et al. (2010) study, patients’ descriptions may not
have been as spatially coherent as controls’ and may have been
more semantic in nature (Maguire and Hassabis, 2011).
An important methodological difference between the current
study and the study by Squire et al. (2010) may be particularly
relevant to this point. In the current study (and all prior studies of
future thinking in amnesia), participants were required to construct specific, preexperimentally determined events (e.g., “winning the lottery”), while in the study by Squire et al. (2010),
participants were provided with simple noun cues (e.g., “tree”)
and were not required to describe events related to the cue. When
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not required to imagine specific events, patients may be able to
construct simulations based on well established scripts in semantic memory or generalized memory for routine events that do not
place high demands on MTL-mediated processes (see also Maguire et al., 2010; Cooper et al., 2011). Indeed, information that has
become overlearned or routinized can be retrieved independently of the MTL (Steinvorth et al., 2005; Leyhe et al., 2010), and
the hippocampus is more strongly engaged when participants
imagine specific versus general future events and events with low
versus high occurrence probability (Addis et al., 2010; Weiler et
al., 2010). In line with this possibility, amnesic patients in the
current study generated a greater number of details when imagining more frequent versus less frequent events (e.g., birthday
celebration vs winning the lottery), and this difference approached significance ( p ⫽ 0.06), although future-thinking impairments in amnesia were significant for both types of specific
future events ( p ⬍ 0.001).
In conclusion, the current results indicate that the MTL is
critical for constructing event simulations when descriptive elements are not readily available, and suggest that the MTL may be
particularly important for constructing future event representations that are both detailed and specific. Future studies can further explore this possibility by examining MTL contributions to
semantic future thinking, for example when participants are required to imagine detailed and specific future events occurring in
the public domain. Such investigations would also address the
possibility that future-thinking deficits in amnesia reflect impairments in self-projection (Buckner and Carroll, 2007; but see Hassabis et al., 2007b). Finally, while the current study focused on
MTL contributions to imagining the future, the prospective role
of the MTL likely applies more broadly to mental simulation and
imagery regardless of temporal specificity (Hassabis and Maguire, 2007; Buckner, 2010). A variety of highly adaptive functions
such as planning and problem solving may rely on this remarkable ability to test predictions and mentally explore experiences
before they occur (Buckner and Carroll, 2007; Bar, 2009; Eichenbaum and Fortin, 2009; Hassabis and Maguire, 2009; Moulton
and Kosslyn, 2009; Schacter and Addis, 2009).
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